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Conclusion

Design as styling add on in a technology push
model of innovation
innovation field
Design follows innovation needs, that follows
in what field did your
R&D breakthroughs
organisation
introduce
innovations, during the
last three years?
(choose one product card)

Legal protection of appearances
Frascati 2002 Oslo 2005

2>

Conclusion
Design as an integrator
of F/S/E
utilitiesadd
at theon
Design
as styling
very outset of systemic innovation

model of innovation

perceived value
Applied R&D follows innovation to provide
how do customers perceive
>
answers
to user’sDesign
needs. Design
at the
very
follows
innovation
your product (good
or service)?
(place utility cards
in
functional,
outset of systemic
innovations
R&D
breakthroughs
social and emotional scales,
according to how strong the
New/complex
focus of your product is on the
respective utilities)

>

approach to legal protection

chemistry industries are good
appliances industries are
examples of organisations with a
organisations with a strong focus
focusing
on linkages / flowson/social utilities.
strong focus on functional utilities.

CIS questions Frascati
stocks non-linear system

2002 Oslo 2005

CIS questions focusing in input factors, linear
goods
services
system

>

Guidelines for collecting and interpreting
innovation and R&D data

>

Guidelines for
data

Lack ofprocesses
data for policy makersmarketing
on systemic
innovation… lack of alignmentsmethods

>

Data on the role/contribution of design
systemic innovation…
alignment
100%

these organisations use patents as
innovation protection and are
collecting
and interpreting
often technical, product, and/or
brand leaders.

they use industrial designs,
copyrights and trademarks to
design
protect their innovations and are
often brand leaders and work on
the brand experience and brande
in technologies.

CIS questions focusing in input fact
system

100%
Guidelines for collecting
and interpr
innovation and R&D data

80%

PARTNERS:

needs, th

what functions
can
be performed?
how am I perceived by others?
Frascati /Oslo aligned
with
systemic
innovation
Legal
protection
of
appearances
>
note: the sum ofreality
the three
machinery, pharmaceutical, or
mobile, automotive, or home
should be 100%

COORDINATOR:

in a techn

80%

Lack of data for policy makers on sy
innovation… lack of60%alignments
60%
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